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(The below list is NOT finalized.)

IELM6030. Ergonomics

IELM6034. Operational research techniques

IELM6042. Quality management *

IELM6044. Supply chain management *
Supply chain characterisation; operation objectives; distribution channels; channel design considerations; logistics network design. Inventory management; risk pooling; distribution strategies. Strategic alliances; international issues in supply chain management; coordinating product and supply chain design; customer value. Information technology; decision support systems; the value of information in supply chains. Case studies and contemporary topics on supply chain management; the beer game.

IELM6046. Supply management *
Purchasing in the supply chain, strategic purchasing, implementation and evaluation of strategy; purchasing organisation in a corporation, impact of e-procurement; out-sourcing, supplier selection, partnership with suppliers; pricing agreement, price analysis; global sourcing.
IELM6051. Fundamentals of law for logistics
The course focuses on five areas of law essential to industrial and logistics managers: contracts, agency, shipping law, negligence and dispute resolution; overview of sources of law and legal structure of businesses; elements of a binding contract; duties of an agent, including common carriers, employees and professionals; claims arising in international shipment of goods, arbitration, mediation or litigation and venue for dispute resolution.

IELM7012. Physical internet
Logistics network history and topology, organisation and performance, logistics networks sustainability, asset utilization. Interconnection principles; Digital Internet, Physical Internet, Internet of Things. Physical Internet components: containerisation diversity, modularity, handling and sorting. Logistics information capture, publication, EPCglobal standards. Flow routing and assets management in open-loop supply networks. Collaborative logistics business models, small scale cooperative game with transferable utility, Shapley value and core solution, big scale collaboration models, mechanism design, combinatorial optimisation. Case studies, web search, serious game.

IELM7013. Digital enterprises and e-commerce
Overview and development of e-business; e-business technologies and solutions: appraisal and selection, implementation and adoption; Enterprise information and knowledge portals, virtual enterprises; Roles of e-business in enterprise development and integration; corporate social accountability and responsibility standards; digital technologies for product design and development; cryptographic algorithms for corporate data and IP protection; mobile technology and electronic payment, smart cards, RFID and NFC.
(Students who have passed “IELM6047 Digital enterprises” are not allowed to take this module.)

IELM7014. Organisation management and strategy
(Students who have passed “IELM6027 Organisation theory and behavioural science” are not allowed to take this module.)

IELM7015. Global logistics *
Global operations and logistics strategies, strategic changes required by globalization, the strategic framework for global operations, the role of logistics in global operations and marketing strategies; global operations and logistics planning, supplier network development, physical distribution, global logistics network design, global supply chain management, risk management in global operations; management of global operations and logistics, operations analysis of global supply chains, information management for global logistics, performance measurement and evaluation in global logistics.
(Students who have passed “IELM6045 Global operations and logistics” are not allowed to take this course.)
IELM7016.  Engineering economics and finance
Engineering economics fundamentals: cost concepts, money-time relationships, comparing alternatives, depreciation and income taxes, cost estimation, price changes and exchange rates, replacement analysis, effects of uncertainties; financial statements, ratio analysis, financial performance, financial planning and growth; capital budgeting: investment criteria, project analysis and evaluation, project cash flow; cost of capital, long-term financial policy, financial leverage and capital structure policy.

IELM7017.  Operational risk management
(Students who have passed “IELM6052 Operational risk management practices” are not allowed to take this course.)

IELM7018.  Financial engineering
Basics of financial markets; cash flow analysis; capital asset pricing model (CAPM); portfolio optimisation; arbitrage and fundamental theorem of asset pricing; types of derivatives including forward, futures and options for various underlying assets; returns, value-at-risk (VaR), utility functions; pricing and hedging of derivative securities; numerical studies.

IELM7021.  Computational Optimization and Intelligent Analytics
Overview of Intelligent optimization and intelligent analytics; Genetic algorithms; Simulated annealing algorithm; Tabu search algorithm; Particle swarm optimization; Ant colony optimization; Predatory search strategy; Computational techniques and Intelligent optimization strategies for dynamic systems; Data mining, decision analytics; Applications in multiple objective optimization; Applications in constraint problems; Multiple level optimization; Case studies in supply chain, logistics, manufacturing and service applications.

IELM7023.  Systems Integration and Analytics
This course is mainly based on group projects enhanced by a series of invited guest lectures. Project topics are related to major research and/or industrial projects and initiatives that supervisors have recently carried out. Groups are expected to generate project deliverables of a variety of forms including patents, software copyrights, research papers, proof-of-the-concept solutions and products, consultancy reports / whitepapers, etc.

IELM7045.  Dissertation (24 credits)

* Approved for reimbursement from the Continuing Education Fund (CEF).
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